Partition Restore with Resize
Acronis TrueImage Home 2011 (ATIH)
Restoring onto a new larger disk.
Windows 7 – Compaq Laptop
Before you can begin to use this guide, you must establish whether this guide is applicable
to you. It is the number of partitions, their type and where positioned that controls which
procedural steps are performed first and the Windows Disk Management tool offer an
excellent view of their configuration. As viewed in the Windows Disk Management graphical
view, if the first partition on your computer is a non-lettered System (or System Reserved)
and is the active partition, then yes, this guide is applicable. Or, if your disk management
looks very similar to the one below, then this guide could be usable but you may need to make
your own adjustments according to your needs. Mos certainly, you can review this PDF to
become familiar with the steps being used by TrueImage Home in this restore procedures
where the active partition is first partition restored.

Figure 1

This particular guide applies to a laptop computer with Windows-7 installed. The nonlettered System Partition is the first partition and is configured as the Active boot
partition. The partition sequence should be kept the same and only the main user partition
(Win-7) should be expanded/resized. The original sizes of partition 1, 3, & 4 should be
retained. . Retaining the original position is important in order to retain the manufacturer’s
recovery capability.
In this example, the entire disk will be restored with each partition being individually
restored and resized as necessary. This is essentially the same as a “disk” option restore
except user has control over the partition sizes.
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There are a variety of different type installations associated with Windows 7. Those
computers coming pre-installed at the factory will usually have either 3 or 4 partitions;
whereas, those upgraded or installed by the user may have only 1 or 2 partitions. In this
particular example, the Windows 7 file system is factory installed on a Compaq laptop and
has 4 partitions with partition 1 being the active boot partition.

Figure 2

The graphical view above from Windows Disk Management shows important details about
this installation and the user will need to have written notes about their own individual disk
specifications before beginning your own recovery operation. A printable blank form is
listed at the end of this PDF.
Note: In our usage of the term “hidden partitions” within this PDF, this is a
reference to partitions where Windows has chosen not to assign a drive letter.
These non-lettered partitions are still accessible by Windows but not
displayed in Windows Explorer.
FYI: A truly hidden partition is one with a hidden partition type or one that is
completely unknown to Windows. These types of partitions cannot be assigned
drive letters and may not be visible within Windows Disk Management. Refer
page 34 & 35, Addendum 1 for more general information about hidden
partitions.
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Preparing for recovery (excerpts from user manual):
Boot from the rescue media and validate the backup you want to use for recovery.
This is necessary, because there have been user reports that a backup that has been
successfully validated in Windows is declared corrupted when being validated in
the recovery environment. This may be due to the fact that ATIH uses different
device drivers in Windows and in the recovery environment. If ATIH considers the
backup corrupted, it will not proceed with recovery.
Recovering a disk backup to a different disk under rescue media
Recovery of a disk backup containing several partitions to a hard disk that has a
different capacity is one of the most complicated operations. This is especially true
when the original hard disk you have backed up has a hidden (non-lettered) diagnostic
or recovery partition.
Complete the preparations for recovery. If you have not already done so, assign
unique names (volume labels) to each partitions of your computer's disks before the
required “disk” option backups are created. This will allow for identification of the
partitions by their names(<11 characters with no spaces) and not by the disk letters.
Windows Disk letters may differ when booting from the rescue media. The names will
help you find the drive containing your backups, as well as the target (new) drive.
Information on partition sizes, drive capacities, their manufacturer’s, and model
numbers can also help to correctly identify the drives. It is highly recommended to
install the new hard drive to the same position in the computer and to use the same
cable and connector that was used for the original drive. This is not always possible,
e.g. the old drive may be an IDE and the new drive may be a SATA. In any case, install
the blank new drive to where it will be used.
Recovering a disk with a hidden (non-lettered) partition
A hidden partition (non-lettered) may be created by the PC manufacturer for
diagnostics or system recovery. Recovering a backup of a system disk with a hidden
(non-lettered) partition requires that you to take into account some additional
factors. First of all, it is necessary for the new drive to keep the physical order of
the partitions that existed on the old drive. In addition, you should place the hidden
(non-lettered) partition in the same location - usually at the start or the end of the
disk space. To minimize the risk of possible problems, it is better to recover the
hidden (non-lettered) partition without resizing.
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Attach the external drive if it contains the backup to be used for recovery and make sure
that the drive is powered on. This must be done before booting from Acronis rescue media.

I.

Arrange the boot order in BIOS so as to make your rescue media device (CD, DVD
or USB stick) the first boot device. See Arranging boot order in BIOS (UM-p. 89).

II.

Boot from the rescue media and select Acronis True Image Home 2011 (Full version).

III.

Select Recovery in the main menu.

IV.

At the What to recover step, (because we are wanting to recover all partitions so we
can duplicate the partition arrangement on the original disk), select all the partition
boxes of the partitions to be recovered. Do not select the MBR/ Track 0 box, as this
will result in selecting the entire disk for recovery. Recovering the entire disk (all
partitions + MBR) does not allow you to resize partitions manually. You will be able to
recover the MBR later. Note: If we were not restoring all partitions, then it is
possible to select single partitions and also select MBR but that procedure is not
applicable to this particular PDF.
A. Selecting partitions leads to appearance of the relevant steps "Settings of
partition ." Note that these steps start with partitions which do not have an assigned
disk letter (as usually is the case with hidden (non-lettered) partitions). The
partitions will then take an ascending order of partition disk letters. This order
cannot be changed. The order may differ from the physical order of the partitions
on the hard disk.

V.

You can specify the following partition settings: location, type, and size. You will first
need to specify the settings of the hidden (non-lettered) partition as it usually does
not have a disk letter. Because you are recovering to the new disk, click New location.
Select the destination disk by either its assigned name or capacity.
A. If you have not assigned names to the disks and have any doubts about their
identity when selecting the destination disk, you may abort the recovery. Click Cancel
and try to identify the target disk by its model number, interface, etc. To see this
information, select Tools & Utilities ®Add New Disk in the main menu. The Disk
selection screen will show the information. Use it for identifying the destination disk,
then click Cancel. Start the Recovery Wizard again, repeat the above steps, and select
the destination disk.
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VI.

Specify the partition size by clicking Change default in the Partition size area. By
default the partition will occupy the entire new disk. You need to keep the hidden (nonlettered) partition size unchanged and place it in the same location on the disk (at the
start or the end of disk space). To do this, resize and relocate the partition by
dragging it or its borders with a mouse on the horizontal bar on the screen. Or you can
enter corresponding values into the appropriate fields (Partition size, Free space
before, Free space after). Click Accept when the partition has the required size and
location and then click Next.

VII.

When the operation finishes, proceed to MBR recovery. You need to recover the MBR
because the PC manufacturer could change the generic Windows MBR or a sector on
the track 0 to provide access to the hidden (non-lettered) partition.
A. Re-select the same backup. Then right-click and select Recover in the shortcut
menu. Choose Recover whole disks and partitions at the Recovery method step and
then select the MBR and Track 0 box.
B. At the next step, select the destination disk as the target for MBR recovery, click
Next and then Proceed. After MBR recovery is complete, exit the standalone version
of Acronis True Image Home 2011.
Windows should not "see" both the new and old drive during the first boot after
recovery because this could result in problems booting Windows. If you upgrade the old
drive to a larger capacity new one, disconnect the old drive before the first boot.

VIII. Switch off the computer, if you need to disconnect the old drive. Otherwise, just
reboot the computer after removing the rescue media. Boot the computer to Windows.
It may report that new hardware (hard drive) is found and Windows needs to reboot.
After making sure that the system operates normally, restore the original boot order.
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Restore procedures begin here.

Figure 3
Select Recovery and click on Disk & Partition Recovery.

Figure 4
Click the Browse button and browse to your backup storage folder.
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Figure 5
Select desired backup archive. Click –OK.

Figure 6
If correct backup archive selected, click NEXT.
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Figure 7
Select “Recover whole disks and partitions.” Click NEXT.

Figure 8
This illustration shows the content of the backup archive. Partition placement needs
clarification. Click on the Columns icon to resort the column headers
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Figure 9
Checkmark and “Move up” column headers as indicated.

Figure 10
Select all partitions as all are being recovered. Do not select the MBR/ Track 0.
Read notes below. Click NEXT to continue
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Figure 10:

Compare this illustration with that of Figure 8. The partition number; the
starting and ending sectors are now displayed. Information from this screen
needs to be added to your notes such as “used space” and drive letters assigned
by the program for its own use. Note the Linux drive letters now differ from
what was assigned within Windows so drive letters must be ignored and volume
names and sizes become very important as identifiers.

Select all partitions as all are being recovered. Do not select the MBR/ Track 0 box, as this
will result in selecting the entire disk for recovery. Recovering the entire disk does not allow
you to resize partitions manually. You will be able to recover the MBR later. Refer to
paragraph IV (page 4) for more details.

Figure 11
This illustration show the three steps which must be performed for each of the three
partitions. Continue to next illustration.

Figure 12:

Compare screen with your notes and observe the differences.
TrueImage is identifying this as Partition C. We recognize this as
actually partition 1 “System Reserved.” The adjustments must be
based on it being the “System Reserved” partition.
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Figure 12
To assign partition location
Click on “New Location”

Figure 13
Select Target Disk for the “System” partition.

Figure 13:

This is a very important screen. You must be careful to select the correct
target disk. If you are not sure of your selection, then cancel and get more
information about the target disk. If the target disk is blank, you will properly
see it as un-allocated space which is a good clue that you have chosen the
correct disk. What you are choosing is the destination for the “System”
partition. Click “Accept” to continue.
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Figure 14
Click “Change Default” to select partition type.

Figure 15
Confirm partition type for “System”
and whether active is the correct selection.
Click Accept to continue.
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Figure 16
To assign partition sizes,
Click “Change default” to begin adjustments.

Figure 17
Key in the 2MB Free space before or move slider from left boundary to
provide the “Free space before” starting sector alignment.
Retain the 100 MB default size.

Should you have difficulty getting the partition adjustments you want when inside the
resizing window, then temporarily click Accept and then repeat the process by clicking on
the“Change default” option and changing your wrong sizes to the sizes you intended.
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Figure 18
Review the changes made in steps 1-2-3 which are displayed above.
Click NEXT if no changes needed. Partition 1 completed.

Figure 19
We are now working on the partition 2 which is the main Win-7 partition.
This partition can be expanded maximum available but “Free space after” must be
provided for the remaining 2 partitions.
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Figure 20
Select target location for the Win-7” partition 2.
Click on “New Location

Figure 21
Observe contents. Note capacities. Note space has been allocated
for partition 1 and 2. The remaining 465.7 GB space can be assigned
to the Win-7 partition. Select the unallocated space as target.
Click Accept
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Figure 22
To assign partition type.
Click “Change Default”.

Figure 23
Confirm ”Primary” as the correct partition type
for partition 2 Win-7 partition.
Click Accept to continue..
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Figure 24
Click “Change default” to resize partition to full size.

Figure 25
Move slider to consume entire unallocated space.
Except provide space for 2 remaining partitions as “Free Space After”.
This can be done using the slider or key the value into the open box.
Click Accept to continue.
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Figure 26
Illustration shows your selections for Steps 1-2-3
If correct, Click NEXT to continue.

Figure 27
This begins work on Partition 3 which is the “Recovery” partition.
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Figure 28
To select target disk for Recovery partition 3
Click on “New Location”

Figure 29
Select the unallocated space as the target for partition 3 & 4
Click on Accept to continue.
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Figure 30
To assign partition type. Click “Change default”.

Figure 31
Confirm ”Primary” as the correct partition type
for “Recovery” partition 3.
Click Accept to continue.
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Figure 32
To assign & resize the Recovery partition 3
Click on “Change default”

Figure 33
Accept & retain the default size of 13.51 GB for this partition 3.
Leave the balance of 154 MB in the “Free space after” for partition 4.
Click Accept to continue.
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Figure 34
Visually confirm that partition type and space allocation
is correct for Recovery partition 3.
Click Next to continue.

Figure 35
This begins work on Partition 4 which is the “HP_Tools” partition.
Select Partition F under the Required Steps Menu
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Figure 36
Click “New location” to assign partition target location.

Figure 37
Select the last remaining unallocated portion
as the target for the HP_Tools partition 4.
Click –OK.
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Figure 38
Click on “Change default” to assign or confirm Partition type
for HP_Tools partition 4.

Figure 39
Assign/Accept Partition type for HP_Tools Partition 4
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Figure 40
To assign & resize the HP_Tools partition 4
Click on “Change default”

Figure 41
This is the last partition to be resized. Move the slider to
to the extreme right to assign all remaining space (51MB) to this partition.
Click Accept
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Figure 42
Visually confirm partition type & space allocation.
Click Next

Figure 43
Click Cancel to stop. Click Proceed to start recovery.
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At this point, the restore will begin and a “successfully completed” is expected.
As we are restoring to a blank unallocated larger drive and the restore included hidden (nonlettered) partitions, the next step will be to restore the MBR/Track 0 settings and Disk
Signature.
A reboot is not necessary. Continue using the Rescue CD.
Return to the beginning Recovery part of the CD as illustrated below

Figure 44
Select Recovery and click on Disk & Partition Recovery.

Figure 45
Select desired backup archive.
Click –OK.
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Figure 46
If correct backup archive selected,
click NEXT.

Figure 47
Select as illustrated.
Click NEXT
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Figure 48
Checkmark MBR/Track 0
Click NEXT
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Figure 49
Re-select same disk resized in prior resizing operation.
Checkmark “Recover disk signature”
Click NEXT.

Figure 50
To copy MBR & Recovery Disk Signature
Click Proceed

Afterwards, Shutdown, reboot with only the new larger disk attached.
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A comparison of the Windows Disk Management window of the old drive to the new drive
shows a successful duplication of the original disk onto a larger disk.
A.
Partition sequence has been matched.
B.
The Win-7 user partition expanded maximum amount.
C.
Original partition sizes has been maintained for all others.
D.
Starting sector of 4096 established.

Figure 51
Windows Disk Management Before Restoring
Original smaller disk

Figure 52
New Larger Disk After Restoring
Windows Disk Management Graphical view
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Figure 53
Original disk before restoring

Figure 54
New larger disk after restoring.
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Windows should not "see" both the new and old drive during the first boot after
recovery because this could result in problems booting Windows. If you upgrade the old
drive to a larger capacity new one, disconnect the old drive before the first boot.

Switch off the computer, if you need to disconnect the old drive. Otherwise, just reboot the
computer after removing the rescue media. Boot the computer to Windows. It may report
that new hardware (hard drive) is found and Windows needs to reboot.
Note: Some of the preceding information is excerpts from the 2011 Acronis user manual.
Other helpful guides and assorted information can be found at this link.
http://forum.acronis.com/forum/3426

Figure 55
Printable form
PDF prepared by Grover Hatcher
File= gh_2011_compaq_restore_larger.pdf
Revision 4, March 15, 2011

A big thanks to MudCrab (Paul Purviance) for his assistance in the overall preparation of this PDF.
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Addendum 1
Hidden Partitions
by MudCrab (Paul Purviance)
On page 2 where you talk about the hidden partitions, I think the wording needs to be more
clear. “A truly hidden partition is one with a special partition type and is not displayed within
Windows Disk Management.” – This is kind of “mixing” the two types of hidden partitions (the
“hidden” partition type and the super-hidden partition). I’ve included an example below to help
clarify it.

Here is a Disk Management screen shot of a drive with three partitions:

Figure App 1: Note that each partition is displayed in detail and is assigned a letter.

In this picture, the F: partition has been unassigned the drive letter:

Figure App2: Note that all details are still known to Windows. There just isn’t any drive letter.
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In this picture, the 25GB partition has been hidden using the standard “Hide” method. In this
case, the partition type is changed to the NTFS Hidden type instead of standard NTFS:

Figure App3:
Note that now Disk Management does not display the details of the partition. It shows the
size and that it’s Primary, but that’s it. Since it doesn’t look at the formatting, it can’t
calculate used space. However, the partition is still there and Windows actually “knows” what
it is. Some versions of Windows actually ignore the “hidden” partition type (Windows 2000
does this). Most just ignore them (as they should).

In this picture, the 25GB partition has been super hidden:

Figure App4:
This is a truly hidden (super hidden) partition because Windows does not see it at all. The
space where the partition is shows up as unallocated. You could use Disk Management to
create a new partition in this space with no problems at all except that you would destroy the
data on the hidden partition. The reason the partition can’t be seen is because it is no longer
in the partition table. These partitions are maintained by the boot manager so it can place
them into the regular partition table when needed. Using this method, it’s possible to have
a virtually unlimited number of Primary partitions on a drive (you just only get to have 4
loaded at any one time for access in Windows).
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